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I love it. You guys are my heroes. I was hoping I would like it. It is pretty
good, actually. I've been using it for a couple hours now, and it is pretty

damn amazing. I know Wolfram is known to be a bit of a nerd, but this stuff
really is special. As for algorithm-adding, there is a simple interface allowing

you to create your own. The ability to contribute your own code back to
Wolfram exists but is not very well known yet. Documentation is available
from the site. If you want to see how this works, you can ask almost any

question Wolfram can answer. For instance, to find the volume of an ellipsoid
you can ask for its area, and it will tell you the answer instantly. And if you
have created a new, custom domain, you can ask anything you want, and
Wolfram will compute it for you. That can prove tricky when you want to

compute things that Wolfram may not be configured to do: you have to go to
the Wolfram cloud in order to compute the solution, and that is a less-than-
ideal situation for a couple of reasons. First, it requires the "Wolfram Cloud",

a concept that is somewhat foreign to most users. Second, because of
security issues, your results are not always guaranteed to be there the next

time you go to your account. Because of this, it is often simpler to do the
computations yourself (or to get someone to do them for you). However, the
value in Wolfram Alpha is more in the immediate answer, than the ability to
do calculations yourself. Hence, offering basic functions to manipulate data
and do calculations is more valuable than giving access to computations.
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Wolfram Alpha System Link also allows easy access to one of the most
integral and widely used search and analysis services on the Web and can be

used to build applications that take advantage of Wolfram|Alpha's limitless
power, features and functions. User-friendly features include: instant access,
efficient searching and page-by-page output that provides your results in a

format that can be copied and pasted into other applications. Wolfram
Mathematica 8 is a powerful, comprehensive, and elegant tool that offers

superb mathematical capabilities. It is the culmination of more than a decade
of research. Mathematica's capabilities are breathtaking - Mathematica is a

powerhouse of computation and visualization. The latest Mathematica,
Mathematica 8, is the first major update in almost a decade. As far as

algorithms go, Wolfram Alpha is quite simple. The integration of the two is
more complex: Mathematica provides a subset of Matlab’s functionality to

anyone willing to learn their syntax, but only by reverse engineering. Rather
than actually implementing every step of its integration algorithm, Wolfram

Alpha uses a generic integration routine that applies to a finite list of specific
problems, and customized the remainder by hand. This way, it can create

tailor-made, problem-specific shortcuts, and update them as necessary. For
example, when Wolfram Alpha is asked to find the integral of

$\frac{1}{\sqrt{1+x^2}}$, it knows about the identity
$1+x^2=\left(1+x\right)^2$ and therefore it can factorize the integrand.

Because the problem is so common, Wolfram Alpha also offers an alternative
way to integrate it: The integrand is rewritten in the form $x\sqrt{1+x^2}$,

and then the $\sqrt{1+x^2}$ is factored out first. Now Wolfram Alpha’s
power comes in: it knows how to replace $x^2$ with $\left(x^2-1\right)$,

$\left(x^2-1\right)^{\frac{3}{2}}$, $\left(x^2-1\right)^{\frac{5}{2}}$ and
$\left(x^2-1\right)^{\frac{7}{2}}$ to arrive at a square-free integrand with

one, two, three and four factors respectively. Wolfram Alpha creates a
shorthand for the problem in each case, and only has to execute the correct

one. I’ll let Wolfram Alpha tell you what that looks like: 5ec8ef588b
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